
Back to the Original Medicine
For better autonomy & self-knowledge

All of us are dreaming about an iron constitution . All of us are hoping to spend it's old age without

the pain of a disturbing tumor coming from nowhere. All of us are willing to crunch life full of

vitality and equanimity.  Life could be so beautifull if  we could hold on the keys of Being and

Health. But where is this Holly Graal ? Therefore, what is the password to access to longevity, and

even immortality ?  Does a hereafter exist  above our  unispired  and  fragile  lives ? Where the

genuine magic world hides, the one which gives health, knowledge, true and supreme joy ?

The USA Health field is one of the most profitable in the world : according to OECD data, USA

spent 17,1 % GPD with healthcare in 2013. It was almost 50% more than the next highest spender

of France with 11,6% GPD, and almost twice the spender in U.K with 8,8%. Since 2009, health care

spending growth has slowed down in the US and most of others countries. Exploitation of illness

remains a booming and lucrative market, especially thanks to the amasing increase of a constant

innovating  nanotechnology  development.  Indeed,  all  the  fields  are  concerned  by  this  new

technological direction. We, humans, from the beginning of History have been limited and under

controlled  so,  we  are  necessary  impressed  and  subjugated  by  the  admirable  and  omnipotent

medicine authority.

France, for example, has been for a long time a land of plenty for medication. The health system

works this way. In the 90's, a patient could buy almost 20 drugs with prescription and be refund in

its  enterety.  How could we name a health system which compels  hundred of thousands people

through, for instance, the marketing of powerfull psychotropic drugs and a sprawling store network.
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For,  our  country  is  distinguished  by  a  huge  consumption  of  psychotropics,  antihypertensives,

vasodilatators and antibiotics. One can explain this by the behaviour of prescribing doctors and

patients  regarding  medication :  for,  both  believe  in  medication.  French  people,  as  well  as  the

Portuguese and the Norwegian are the biggest psychotropic users. As a result,  France is on the

second range behind Portugal for tranquillizers with 134 millions benzodiazepine boxes sold in

2010 and behind Sweden for hypnotics.  Thus,  we notice the very questionable coalition of the

paternalistic model that subjects the patient to the overwhelming authority of a medical doctor and

the consumerism of the patient-user who fully agree with the privilege of the medical diagnosis.

As you walk into the corridors of an hospital  or push on the door of a chemist's  you dedicate

yourselves to experts. Hospital may be frightening for, it is synonimous of surgery, serious illness

even  deadly  deseases ;  but  the  chemist  reassures  with  it's  promising  colorfull  packagings,

welcoming sellers and white coat skilled workers. In thoses circumtancies, who would be tempted

to compare them to narcotic dealers ? And yet, is it truly a medicine that replaces opiate addiction

with  legal  equally  powerfull  drugs  accepted  by  the  system  (Subutex,  Méthadone,Suboxone) ?

Marketed as pills, the use of Subutex is twisted. Previously dedicated to help heroin addict to get

off, it became a door way to addiction. Replacing heroin by Subutex is not a medicine.

Even now, to recover from cancer, the body goes through such strong assaults that it comes out

devastated.  Indeed,  chemiotherapy  logic  is  obvious;  unfortunally  inserting  chemical  molecule

unable to make the difference between healthy and sick cells.This massive attack leads to frightful

side effects. In the same way of target strikes of modern wars, the chemical conventionnal weapon

ruins every things on it's way. Cancer patients remain favourite targets to the chemical industry, still

after  chimio  treatment,  they  become  permanent  clients  thanks  to  the  cinical  relief  medication

industry.  

As all of us know, an aspirin tablet might be efficient on physical and psychological pain : it is

known as the « Placebo effect ». This one triggers recovery and helps the patient to heal faster.

The « Placebo effect »  would  be  considered  by a  psychiatrist  as  a  very well  balanced minded

person. Some other way, the more the mind is strong about himself, others and life, a real confident

person,  the  more  the  body responds.  Despite  the  obvious  efficacy,  the  official  medicine  vetos

drawing conclusions. The fact is that the « Placebo effect » can't be put under control, restrained

and sold : so, the medical community is not interested.

Our body is still mysterious for all of us. We cure but we don't understand the deep meaning of ours

illnesses,  their  roots  and  motives.  We  keep  beeing  of  no  interest  about  the  occult  language's

symptoms, our immediate aim being to rid it off as quickly as possible. All in all, our lives slip from

our control and we prefer to leave it up to health doctors ; who are perfect unknowns. To cure

without understanding the genuine meaning of its sickness, to get back to health by relying on a

deshumanized and corrupted system ; here is the absurd process which runs to tragic situations.

Existancial obscurantism (separation from the Life Science, from his own abilities, from Truthes)

dazes the human being and makes him a stranger for himself : we become naive drivers of our body,

that an unapprochable matter.  We grant the medicinal corp the power that gives it  an aura and

authority  pretty  often  abusive.  Mistreatments,  suspicious  deaths,  contamiations,  dangerous



medication  prescriptions  are  unfortunatly common practice.  But,  as  we don't  have  access  to  a

genuine science of life beeing, we remain at the mercy of this medical industry.

Illness means that the body has to say something ! As it is not easy to put in words what trouble

ours entrails, so the body says it with pains for, aches can't stay infinitely silent. As unfair as it

seems, suffering has a meaning and no one should ignore it. Each symptom, each disorder have a

reason to be and each person has to search for the primary cause. What about the purpose of our

lives  if  we  remain  indifferent  to  our  own  body  warnings ?  Regarding  the  constitution,  the

disposition, the family legacy and the sensitivity, those deseases will touch an organ more than an

other and in a more or less serious way. Even cancer, as scary as it may be, is able to reveal us

something unacceptable: the raw truth of Life revealed itself to the one who has just opened his

eyes. From patient's status he becomes initiated to mystery of Life. The final countdown to death

makes him a guide in the search of Truth and Transcendence (overcoming horror inspired by death

and slow degradation). Surely, we can't escape from neither deseases nor old-ageing. It is too rough

for us to be seduced by universal laws. Desillusioned, we stay deaf and blind to the observing and

embracing Highest Science. At the end, Human being prefers to give himself to the matrix in which

he lives, serving the authorities. Anthropocentric and self-concerned, men fail to incorporate in their

lives, forces wich govern Life since the beginning of Times.

Yet, Universe could be a source of such greatness, amasing knowledge, positive evolution, if only

we could  identify ourselves  to  it.  Identification  is  a  very helpfull  process  we could  engage,  a

powerfull tool of transformation. In fact, it is a common mechanism quite accessible through wich

we gradually redefine ourselves as the image we have chosen as a model. On purpose, we need to

be wide open. This process is more or less what we feel by reading an adventure novel, living

fascinating plots of the hero : suddenly we become the Count of Monte Cristo. But, what I reffer to

is much more rewarding and meaningfull, even if very delicate.

In molecular plant biology field, since the beginning, searchers have been able to use at its best this

amasing mechanism : greatest discoveries are the result of human being, intellectual, sensery and

spiritual adventure. It is only by immersing himself in the plant's enigma that the biologist achieves

to  exctract  its  wonders.  This  process  will  finally allows  searchers  to  discover  the  very unique

molecule they need to cure thousands of people.

Identification is a open-mindness, sensitivity and intuition basic process. So, pray silence to truly

appreciate the richness what comes to you. Make yourself available to the mysteries of Life is not

understand finally the Life enigma, it is making yourself accessible to the extraordinary creative

energy, the Almighty Force which carries galaxies. The idea to look like a loop antenna or a solar

panel, can make you laugh but that's a good start. No one is capable to be an expert the first time.

The aim is to play along with the Universe lifeblood able to feed us. Of course, several obstacles

will show up here and there, trying to dissuade us, to tease us. Then perhaps we will prefer satting

back in front of the computer or going back to bed......

So, you see, we are not completely foreigners to this apparently silent intelligence. Actually, we are

like Pygmys watching a science-fiction film : sceptical and impervious facing the impressive Star

Treck  show.  So  then,  we  must  make  a  huge  effort  to  jump  over  the  limits  of  our  nowadays



knowledges.

Of course, we will surely lose patience because we want every thing as fast as possible. Only our

limited  and  conditioned  spirit  level  may  be  our  own  enemy  on  this  way.  Here  is  another

identification which rules our lives all the time is : mental identification. In fact, if we do let our

brain  defines  us ;  which  leads  us  to  create  a  robotic  personnality,  we reduce  considerably  the

opportunity to  understand what  Life  is.  Living our  lives  through that  fake  identity,  pure  mind

creation, leads us to be disconnected from a straight contact with Life which make you bigger. All

of us know that Life isn't a sum of cookie cutter approch, equations and scholar patterns. Life is

different, above and aside our brain, by touching the vital elements. Unfortunatly, mental power is

really strong, characterized by its force of persuasion. Thwarting mind control behaviour is pretty

exhausting.  Why should we fight  against  ourselves ?  Isn't  it  stupid ?  Why not  opening a  good

encyclopedia ? Isn't it true that every thing about Life has been explained already about Universe

and Life ?

We could spend hours to read quantum physic reviews without learning a single more, for, reading

gives no energy ; I am meaning bright, fresh, rejuvenating and creative energy. The main problem is

that, up to day, Human Being anthropomorphizes his world. By labelling every details of his near

and  far  environement,  man  limits  considerably  his  knowledge  extents ;  he  does  his  best  to

domesticate universe, reducing it in a ridiculous way as he does to himself. To understand universe

through the human consciousness is a tremendous waste of time. What we only do is projecting our

own limits, fantasies, conditionnings about the Great All. Thus, we project our ignorance on the

borderless  screen  of  the  unlimited  space.  Universe  is  uncomprehensible  to  the  brain  which  is

definitely incapable and so limited. Counsciousness is the result of thousands years of civilisation ;

the original brain function is to store, memorise and organise informations. So, its statut is very

specific to the human history ; it is inappropriate to understand the infinate space. To be able to

grasp messages from the Great All,  we must immerse ourselves in our apparently impenetrable

matter. Tough work, isn' it ? A kind of Utopia you might say. Not sure......This occupation isn't

really exciting at the beginning, but, as the time goes on, you will see amasing results if you play

along with conviction and sincerity. 

Human being is much more than a citizen, an employee, a father. We are a unique, precious and

complex creation, what's more : we are able to create also. Where does that outstanding power come

from ?  Life  is  Creativity  isn't ?  As  a  matter  of  fact,  we  are  the  children  of  the  sustaining,

overwhelming Original Greatness.

Let's go back now to the Holy Connection, forgotten by all of us, wich connect us to the inherent

nature of Living, this unbelievable link. It will be the bond with immeasurable, omniscience and

infinite. Creation is a curative renewal, infusing transformation. When I contact this healing higher

dimension, I can feel its new breeze and inner wave ; and then, I understand the true nature of the

Source. We feel lifeless and denatured by living in the lack of it.

As  we  identify  ourselves  with  the  immeasurable  universe,  we  open  straight  access  to  this

wonderfull  Intelligence,  wich  can  finally  expresses  herself  through  us.  We  make  real  what  is

unbelievable. That overpass connecting us to the Source of everything will become our partner to



reach the unic language : renewal and curing speech. Each person involved  in genuine learning will

find there a way to hear the truth of his own incarnation on earth ; and will be able to overcome his

limits, ignorance and worries to born again rich of an extreme intuitive ability. This link will give

them keys to cure unconsciousness and fate.

Thanks to that vital link, they discover an alternative way to communicate, becoming a mirror of

infinate. Meet the Sacred is finally meet our true and genuine self-being : the very meaning of Life.

Identification has certainly nothing to do with the mind. Not at all. No use to spend hours to explain

this.  The personnal  approach is  sacred and silence is  needed.  The  act  of  trusting greater  than

ourselves is sacred by keeping vanities and egotic claims quiet. Silence is a welcoming place for

indescribable greatness. It is absolutly necessary to leave the ego's empire.

So what can we do with this reality now ? Just one thing : to stay available, without waiting for a

miracle, expecting nothing. We have to stop useless formalism and ceremonial: religious principles,

rituals, all kind of spiritual codifications, mental strategies faking the Divine, keep us away from

straight contact with the Spirit. Just face the omnipresent wisdom and let us deeply nourished. Just

let  the  endless  silence  enter........and  finally  feel  your  energetic  body  receiving  the  deserved

blessings, brought by the greatest intelligence embracing the whole being. 

The rest belongs to you : what may happen can't be evoked ; it is your's. The food of Life is unic,

for your special use.

And, one day, it may happen you meet the Source of Everything.
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